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Abstract
We report intrinsic ferromagnetism in monolayer electrides or electrenes, in which excess electrons
act as anions. Our first-principles calculations demonstrate that magnetism in such electron-rich
two-dimensional (2D) materials originates from the anionic electrons rather than partially filled d
orbitals, which is fundamentally different from ferromagnetism found in other 2D intrinsic magnetic
materials. Taking the honeycomb LaBr2 (La
3+Br−2 ·e
−) as an example, our calculations reveal that
the excess electron is localized at the center of the hexagon, which leads to strong Stoner-instability
of the associated states at the Fermi energy, resulting in spontaneous magnetization and formation
of a local moment. The overlap of extended tails of the wave functions of these electrons mediates
a long-range ferromagnetic interaction, contributing to a Curie temperature (Tc) of 235 K and a
coercive field (Hc) of 0.53 T, which can be further enhanced by hole doping. The dual nature,
localization and extension, of the electronic states suggests a unique mechanism in such magnetic-
element-free electrenes as intrinsic 2D ferromagnets.
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Electrides are intrinsic electron-rich materials, in which excess electrons, named anionic
electrons, are confined in geometrically interstitial sites and act as anions [1]. Such anionic
electrons are loosely-bounded and enable a spectrum of appealing applications in catalysis
[2–5], ideal electron donor [6, 7], batteries [8, 9], superconductivity [10, 11], and topological
matters [12–15]. Some bulk electrides, such as Gd2C [16], Yb5Sb3 [17], Y2C [18, 19], high-
pressured electrides of Alkali metals [20], and organic electrides [21–23], have been reported
to be magnetic, due to unpaired electrons [16, 19, 24]. Recently, a new type of electrides with
layered structures is attracting increasing research interest due to its unique two-dimensional
(2D) electron gas at the interlayer space [16, 25, 26] and its potential to be exfoliated into
2D materials [27]. For example, monolayer (ML) Ca2N has been exfoliated experimentally
and was found to retain its 2D anionic electron gas [28]. Such 2D structural electrides are
referred to as electrenes [29].
Meanwhile, ferromagnetism (FM) in 2D materials, especially in ferromagnetic semicon-
ductors, has been a hot research topic, because such materials offer special advantages of
high data storage density and easy integration into semiconductor devices [30]. However,
2D ferromagnetic semiconductors are rare both in nature and in laboratory due to the weak
long-range ferromagnetic order in low dimensional systems [31]. Therefore, finding robust
2D magnetic materials has been a challenge for spintronics based on 2D materials [30]. Over
the years, there have been some successes in making 2D ferromagnets i.e., via defect engi-
neering [32, 33], by introducing magnetic species into semiconductors [34, 35], and through
the magnetic proximity effect from a magnetic substrate [36]. All these approaches are “ex-
trinsic”, lacking the stability and controllability needed for applications. Recently, Gong
et al. [37] and Huang et al. [38] first succeeded in fabricating intrinsic 2D ferromagnets,
Cr2Ge2Te6 and CrI3, respectively, in 2017. Even though the Curie temperature (Tc) of both
materials is low, these experiments demonstrated the possibility of fabricating robust 2D
intrinsic ferromagnets. Quickly, more intrinsic 2D ferromagnets, including Fe3GeTe2 [39],
VSe2 [40], CrOBr [41],CrSeBr [42], CrWGe2Te6 [43], MnPSe3 [44], CoH2 [45], and CrBr3
[46] were reported.
It is noted that all these intrinsic 2D magnetic materials contain 3d magnetic elements
such as Cr, Fe, Mn. The magnetism in these materials can be understood based on known
exchange models developed for 3D magnetic materials. For example, formation of local mag-
netic moments in FM semiconductors Cr2Ge2Te6 and CrI3 is associated with the magnetic
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element Cr which has partially filled 3d subshells. The strongly localized nature of the 3d
states under the crystal field favors spontaneous spin polarization and leads to the formation
of local moments. The observed collective magnetism is a result of the long-range indirect
coupling between these 3d local moments via the spatially delocalized 5p orbital of Te or
I, by the superexchange (or d-p-d exchange) interaction within the Goodenough-Kanamori-
Anderson (GKA) rules [47]. For ferromagnetic systems with free electrons, such as FM
metals Fe3GeTe2 or VSe2, the free carriers can mediate a long-range ferromagnetic coupling
between the local moments via the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange (or
s-d exchange) or the Zener double-exchange (or p-d exchange) interaction [48, 49].
Given the enormous interest in both electrenes and 2D intrinsic ferromagnetic materi-
als, it is natural to ask whether an electrene can be magnetic. With such a motivation,
we screened more than 6,000 structures in the 2D materials database - 2DMatPedia [51]
(http://www.2dmatpedia.org/) for magnetic electrenes. Our search resulted in 9 mag-
netic electrenes out of a total of 24 electrenes [52]. In contrast to the 2D intrinsic magnetic
materials reported so far, magnetic electrenes are fundamentally different in two important
aspects: they contain no magnetic elements and the magnetism originates from the anionic
electrons (to be discussed below). Therefore, the intrinsic ferromagnetism in magnetic elec-
trenes is completely of a different origin and cannot be explained based on known exchange
models. In this Letter, taking LaBr2 as an example, we unveil the origin of local moment and
propose a new exchange interaction for long-range ferromagnetic coupling in intrinsic fer-
romagnetic electrenes. Based on the understanding of the magnetic mechanism, we further
propose a method to increase both the Curie temperature and the coercive field.
Our first-principles calculations indicate that the excess electron in LaBr2 is localized at
the center of the hexagon of its honeycomb hexagonal crystal structure and carries a magnetic
moment of 1µB. The wave function shows a dual nature of localization and extension.
While the localization of the anionic electron’s wave function contributes to the formation
of the local magnetic moment, the extended tail of the wave function mediates a long-range
magnetic interaction. This long-range ferromagnetic order leads to a Curie temperature of
235 K and a coercive field of 0.53 tesla (T) , which can be increased by 45% and 36%,
respectively, via a 0.1 e/unit-cell (u.c.) hole doping, or equivalently, a hole concentration
of ∼ 6.7 × 1013 cm−2, indicating its magnetic stability against the thermal and magnetic
perturbation.
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FIG. 1. (a) LaBr2 (La
3+Br−2 · e
−) ML in H-phase MoS2 structure with ELF maps (isosurface value
= 0.7) in yellow. The dashed diamond denotes the unit cell. Only the ELF on interstitial sites
is shown for clarity. The anionic electron in the geometric space, labeled as X, is at the center of
each hexagon. Band structure and density of states of ML LaBr2 (b) without and (c) with spin
polarization.
The calculations were performed using the density functional theory (DFT) with gener-
alized gradient approximations and all-electron projector augmented wave method imple-
mented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [53]. Convergence with respect to
the on-site Coulomb interaction, the plane-wave cutoff energy and k-point sampling has been
carefully checked. The structures were fully relaxed until the atomic forces were less than
0.001 eV/A˚. Phonon dispersions and ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
carried out to confirm the structural stability. We performed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
with the Metropolis algorithm and micromagnetic simulation using the Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation to investigate its magnetic stability against temperature and an
external magnetic field [see Methodology in Supplemental Material].
Structure of monolayer LaBr2.— Layered bulk LaBr2 was synthesized experimentally
in 1989 [54]. Its crystal structure resembles that of 2H-phase of MoS2, i.e., a honeycomb
hexagonal structure with a layer of La atoms sandwiched between two layers of Br atoms
(space group P63/mmc), as shown in Fig. 1(a). The excess electron in La
3+Br−2 · e
− is
confined in the center of the hexagon, free from any of the atomic orbitals, and acts as an
anion [Fig. 1(a)]. Similar to how graphene is obtained from graphite, layered bulk electrides
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FIG. 2. (a) Radial distributions of normalized wave-function of states of Cr3d, I5p and the anionic
electron. Spin density of strain-free ML LaBr2 (b), ML LaBr2 with 10% tensile strain (c), and ML
LaBr2 with 10% compressive strain (d). Schematics of strain induced changes in the localization of
wave functions and the overlap of their tails. The isovalue is 0.001e/A˚3 . (e) The strain dependence
of the exchange energy.
can be exfoliated into 2D sheets. For example, ML Ca2N has been experimentally isolated
by liquid exfoliation [28]. The calculated exfoliation energy of LaBr2 is 0.27 J/m
2 which is
lower than that of Ca2N (1.13 J/m
2) [27] and graphene (0.43 J/m2) [55], indicating that
ML LaBr2 can be easily isolated using a similar approach. Furthermore, both the calculated
phonon spectrum and ab initio molecular dynamics simulation confirm the thermodynamic
structural stability of ML LaBr2 [see FIG. S4].
Origin of local moments.— Two key factors for observed magnetism in magnetic materials
are local moments and their long-range coupling [56]. In most of the known magnetic
materials, the formation of local moment is associated with magnetic elements with partially
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filled 3d subshells [38, 39]. The strongly localized nature of the 3d states favors spin-polarized
electron configurations and leads to the formation of local moments. However, this is not
the case in ML LaBr2 which has no magnetic elements. Magnetism in LaBr2 has to be of
a complete different origin. Figure 1(b) shows the band structure and density of states
(DOS) of ML LaBr2 calculated without spin polarization. As can be seen, there is a localized
state at the Fermi level (Ef ), which is mainly from the interstitial electrons labeled as X
in Fig. 1(a). According to the Stoner criterion, g(Ef)J > 1, where g(Ef) is the DOS
at Ef and J denotes the strength of the exchange interactions [60], this strongly localized
state of the interstitial electron is unstable and would lead to spontaneous spin polarization.
The electronic structure of ML LaBr2 with the spin polarization [Fig. 1(c)] shows a local
moment of 1µB per unit cell. The spin-exchange splitting energy (∆EX) is around 1 eV,
comparable to that of the Mn3d orbital (1.62 eV) forM = 2 µB [59]. The calculated electron
localization function (ELF), projected DOS, and spin density all confirm that the magnetic
moment is mainly contributed by the interstitial electron, labeled as X in Fig. 1(a).
Mechanism of long-range magnetic order.— The magnetic exchange energy is calculated
from the energy difference between two magnetic configurations, a ferromagnetic configura-
tion, in which all moments of the anionic electrons are aligned parallel, and an antiferromag-
netic (AFM) configuration, in which moments of neighboring rows of the anionic electrons
point to opposite directions, in a 2×2 supercell (see FIG. S5). Specifically, the exchange
energy is given by J = (EAFM−EFM)/4nM
2, where EAFM, EFM, n and M denotes the total
energy of the supercell in the AFM, FM configuration, number of unit cells in the supercell,
and local magnetization on the anionic electron, respectively. The calculated positive value
of J of 6.38 meV suggests a ferromagnetic order in ML LaBr2. Different Hubbard U val-
ues and hybrid functions (HSE) are carefully tested and lead to small differences in J [see
Supplemental Material].
It is known that collective magnetization in solids requires long-range ferromagnetic cou-
pling between the local moments of spin-polarized electrons, either itinerant or bound. Ex-
amples of the former are the RKKY (or s-d) and p-p exchange interaction [58, 64, 65],
and the latter is the superexchange (or p-d) interaction in which the localized d states are
mediated by the spatially delocalized p states (see FIG. S6). However, the long-range fer-
romagnetic order in LaBr2 is neither of these forms and would be of a complete different
mechanism since the concerned electronic states are not associated with any atomic orbital.
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Neither the carrier-mediated s-d and p-p, nor orbital-mediated p-d coupling is applicable to
this system. Moreover, the angle of 120 degrees between the anionic electrons and La is not
ideal for the ferromagnetic superexchange interaction based on the GKA rules [47].
To understand the coupling between the moments of the anionic electrons, we examine
the nature of the electronic states. In Fig. 2(a), we compare the radial distributions of the
wave functions of the Cr3d and I5p orbitals, and the anionic electronic states. It is found
that the state of anionic electrons is as localized as the atomic d states, and meanwhile,
as extended as the atomic p states. Based on this duality (localization and extension) of
the electronic states, the formation of the local moment can be expected from the localized
feature, while the long-range magnetic coupling can be attributed to the extended nature
of the electronic states. Therefore, it is this dual nature of the state of anionic electrons
that is responsible for the ferromagnetism in this electrene. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the
wave function of the anionic electron state is well localized, similar to the atomic d states.
Meanwhile, it has a long tail, similar to the atomic p states. We propose that the long-range
ferromagnetic interaction in magnetic-element-free ML LaBr2 is mediated by this extended
tail of the wave function, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The calculated spin density of ML
LaBr2 in Fig. 2(b) clearly shows overlap of the anionic electron wave functions between
neighboring cells. Different from the direct exchange interaction, which favors a short-range
AFM order between strongly localized d states, the long extended tails of the anionic electron
wave function align the local moments in a long range, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and FIG. S5.
As the localization and the extension of the anionic electronic states are two necessary
conditions for the long-range magnetic order in LaBr2, weakening of either can be expected
to reduce the long-range interaction. For example, applying an in-plane biaxial tensile strain
of 10% leads to delocalization of the wave functions, while an in-plane biaxial compressive
strain of 10% reduces the overlap between the tails of the wave functions, as shown in Fig.
2(c) and 2(d), respectively, both resulting in weaker exchange interaction compared with
the undeformed structure, as shown in Fig. 2(e), and lower Curie temperature.
Magnetic stability and enhancement.— Curie temperature and the coercive field (Hc) are
two key parameters for evaluating the magnetic stability of a ferromagnetic material. High
Tc and large Hc imply ferromagnetic stability against thermal and magnetic perturbations
for practical applications of spintronic devices [66, 67]. Here, we carry out Monte Carlo
simulation with the Metropolis algorithm [68, 69] to determine the Curie temperature of
7
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FIG. 3. (a) The temperature-dependence of magnetization without (square) and with (circle)
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the doping concentration dependence of the exchange energy. (b) The simulated magnetic field-
dependence of magnetization at the temperature of 50 K.
LaBr2 and explore possibility of enhancing it. The spin Hamiltonian of the system is written
as
H = −J
∑
(Si · Sj)− A
∑
(S2ix + S
2
iy), (1)
where Si and Sj are the classical Heisenberg spins with unit magnitude at the site i and j,
respectively. J is the nearest neighbor spin-spin coupling, and A is the magnetic anisotropic
energy, for which values from the DFT calculations are used. Due to the in-plane anisotropy,
the xy-type Heisenberg model is adopted with a weak cooling field of 0.1 T along the (100)
direction to stabilize the initial magnetic structure according to the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless (BKT) transition theory [70, 71]. It is noted that a similar approach was used in
a recent experiment on ML Cr2Ge2Te6, in which a cooling field of 0.075 T was applied [37].
An energy term Hcf = −gµBH
∑
(Six), where g is the Lande´ g-factor, µB Bohr magneton, H
applied external magnetic field (0.1 T), is added to the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1. To validate
this model, we calculated Tc of several experimentally reported 2D intrinsic ferromagnets,
including both the Ising-type CrI3 and the Heisenberg-type Cr2Ge2Te6 and VSe2. Our results
agree with the reported experimental values (see Table S4). The simulated temperature
dependent magnetization of ML LaBr2 is shown in Fig. 3(a), which is fitted to the Curie-
Bloch equation in the classical limitm(T ) = (1−T/Tc)
β [72], where β is the critical exponent.
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The calculated Tc of ML LaBr2 is 235 K, in line with 270 K reported in another study [42].
Since many experiments have demonstrated increase of Tc of 2D FM semiconductors by
charge doping [39, 66, 67], it is natural to ask whether the Tc of ML LaBr2 can be raised by
a similar approach. To answer this question, we repeated calculations at different levels of
charge doping. The inset in Fig. 3(a) shows the dependence of the exchange energy on the
doping concentration which is varied from −0.02e (electron doping) to +0.1e (hole doping)
per unit cell. Our MC simulation shows that merely 0.1e/u.c. hole doping can augment the
Tc to 341 K (45% enhancement). Charge doping can be easily achieved experimentally by
applying an external electric field [39, 66, 67]. Here the 0.1e/u.c. hole doping is equivalent
to a hole concentration of 6.7× 1013 cm2, which is comparable to the doping concentration
of 2.5× 1013 cm2 in the experiment by Jiang et al. [67].
To determine the coercive field (Hc) of ML LaBr2, we performed micromagnetic simula-
tion based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation [73]
∂m
∂t
= −γµsm×Heff + αm×
∂m
∂t
, (2)
wherem,Heff, γ, µs, and α, is the normalized magnetization, applied external magnetic field,
gyromagnetic ratio, magnetic moment, and Gilbert damping constant, respectively. The
simulation was carried out on a LaBr2 sheet of 1× 1 µm
2, which matches the experimental
length scale [37–39]. Figure 3(b) shows the magnetic hysteresis loop of ML LaBr2 under
a varying external magnetic field. As can be seen, ML LaBr2 has a large coercive field of
0.53 T at 50 K, which is higher than 0.39 T of VS2 [74, 75] and 0.05 T of CrI3 at the
same temperature [67]. Furthermore, a hole doping of 0.1e/u.c. not only raises the Tc, but
also enhances the Hc to 0.72 T (36% enhancement). This trend is in qualitative agreement
with recent experimental observation that hole doping significantly increases both Curie
temperature and coercive force of CrI3 [67].
Conclusions.— In conclusion, the origin of the local moment and long-range magnetic
order in a magnetic-element-free ML LaBr2 is investigated by first-principles calculations.
The state of the anionic electrons is localized but has extended tails. The localized nature of
the anionic electron’s wave functions favors spin polarization and formation of local moments.
The overlap of the extended tails of wave functions, on the other hand, mediates a long-
range ferromagnetic order in this electrene. Furthermore, only 0.1e/u.c. hole doping (or a
hole concentration of 6.7× 1013 cm2) can increase Tc and Hc by 45% and 36%, respectively.
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Finally, we wish to point out that we have taken LaBr2, a layered electride, as an example
to demonstrate the concept of anionic electron induced long-range ferromagnetic order.
However, electrides are a big family [12, 13, 16, 52, 76]. The physical mechanism proposed
in this Letter can be applied to ferromagnetism in other FM electrides, such as PrI2, YbI2,
LaBr and LaCl (see FIG. S8). As reminded by Harry A. Eick thirty years ago [77], they
are “still a veritable gold mine” that is worthy further studies on these intrinsic electron-
rich materials which may have intriguing properties and unique technological applications.
For example, very recently, Liu et al. reported intrinsic quantum anomalous Hall effect
induced by in-plane magnetisation in LaCl [14, 15]. Hirayama et al. proposed a class of
electrides with exotic topological properties [13]. We hope this work will stimulate further
experimental and theoretical studies to discover more electrenes and explore new spin physics
in this unique kind of 2D intrinsic magnetic systems, which may lead to practical spintronic
applications.
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